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All-Chalcogenide Raman-Parametric Laser,
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in a Single Microwire
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Abstract—Compact, power efficient, and fiber-compatible
lasers, wavelength converters, and amplifiers are vital devices for
the future of fiber-optic systems and networks. Nonlinear optical
effects, like Raman scattering and parametric four-wave mixing,
offer a way to realize such devices. Here, we use a single chalco-
genide microwire to realize a device that provides the functions of
a Stokes Raman-parametric laser, a four-wave mixing anti-Stokes
wavelength converter, an ultra-broadband Stokes/anti-Stokes Ra-
man amplifier and a supercontinuum generator. The device op-
eration relies on ultrahigh Raman and Kerr gain that are up to
five orders of magnitude larger than in silica fibers, precisely en-
gineered chromatic dispersion, and high photosensitivity of the
chalcogenide microwire. Owing to the underlying principle of non-
linear optical processes, the device is anticipated to operate over
the entire transmission window of the chalcogenide glass (λ ∼ 1–
10 μm).

Index Terms—Fiber lasers, fiber nonlinear optics, four-wave
mixing, nonlinear optical devices, optical amplifiers, optical device
fabrication, optical fiber devices, optical mixing, Raman scattering,
spontaneous emission, supercontinuum generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE future of fiber-optic systems lies in the development
of all-fiber photonic devices that are compact, power effi-

cient, and can provide novel functionalities. Optical microwires
(μ-wires) are fiber waveguides with cross-section diameters in
the order of the operating wavelength. The μ-wires are attractive
owing to their negligible coupling and propagation losses [1],
orders of magnitude enhancement in waveguide nonlinear coef-
ficient [2], [3], controllable amount of chromatic dispersion [4]
and evanescent optical field propagation [5], [6]. These ad-
vantages have driven researchers to use μ-wires for studying
novel low field optical phenomena [7]–[12], as well as for wide-
ranged application in the fields of nonlinear optics [4], [13],
sensing [5], [6], [14] and plasmonics [9], [15]–[17], to name a
few.

Optical sources, both coherent and incoherent, are among the
basic components of any fiber-optic system. The former are nar-
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rowband and are usually lasers or their wavelength converted
counterparts (via nonlinear wave-mixing process), while the lat-
ter are broadband, rely on spontaneous emission processes and
act as the amplifiers or as broadband light sources. Recently,
lasing has been reported in μ-wires made from rare-earth or dye
doped silica glass [18]–[21], but these devices required pump-
ing via evanescent coupling to the μ-wire coiled in a resonator
geometry. The evanescent coupling is unfortunately an obsta-
cle to the practical use of such lasers in fiber systems, where
the large coupling and/or transmission losses of such devices
is a major obstacle toward low power consumption and high
power efficiency. Moreover, the gain spectrum following from
discrete atomic transitions in doped silica limits the wavelength
tunability of these devices.

In contrast with this, the nonlinear optical effects manifest at
arbitrary wavelengths. This offers a way to circumvent the issue
of wavelength tunability. The As2Se3 chalcogenide glass fiber
exhibits nonlinear Kerr and Raman gain coefficients that are up
to three orders of magnitude larger than that of silica fibers [22].
The nonlinear gain, defined as the ratio of output power to the
input power, is further enhanced in a μ-wire geometry, where
the optical field intensity is enhanced by more than two orders
of magnitude due to the correspondingly reduced waveguide
modal area. Therefore, As2Se3 μ-wires are excellent candidates
for the development of compact and efficient sources based
on nonlinear optical effects. The As2Se3 glass also brings the
advantage of a large photosensitivity [23], enabling the direct
inscription of Bragg grating (BG) reflectors within the μ-wire
structure to form the laser cavity [24]. Of great importance also
brought by As2Se3 is an ultra-wide transmission window that
allows the useful operation spectrum over the wavelength range
of λ ∼ 1–10 μm [25].

Recently, we made the first and only reports of lasers based
on the nonlinear gain in μ-wires [26], [27], showing the use of
μ-wires within a resonant cavity to generate a laser effect. It
appears that the round-trip cavity losses in using the μ-wires
inserted into resonant cavities could be reduced by using a
completely integrated solution instead than free-space com-
ponents or silica glass fiber components. Furthermore, an all-
chalcogenide integrated solution would broaden the spectrum
of operation of the device, up to the mid-infrared, instead than
being limited to the operation spectrum of silica glass.

In this paper, we report a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
As2Se3 μ-wire Raman-parametric laser, wavelength converter,
amplifier, and supercontinuum generator in a single chalco-
genide microwire. The resonant cavity of the device is made
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup and device schematic. The top part shows the ex-
perimental setup for the operation of chalcogenide microwire Raman-parametric
laser, wavelength converter and travelling wave amplifier. A schematic of the
micro laser device is also drawn at the bottom. CW laser: continuous-wave
(CW) tunable laser; PC: fiber polarization controller; SMF: single-mode fiber;
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer.

out of two BGs directly written within the As2Se3 μ-wire, ex-
ploiting its high photosensitivity. This allows the integration of
the nonlinear gain medium and the cavity mirrors in a single
μ-wire, thus minimizing the cavity losses and power threshold
of the laser, as well as to improve the slope efficiency. The
combination of nonlinear gain and BGs in a single μ-wire also
makes the device compatible with the transmission window of
As2Se3 glass (1–10 μm). The role of the μ-wire as a travelling
wave amplifier and supercontinuum generator is also investi-
gated. In addition to providing the functionalities of a laser
and wavelength converter, the resulting device thus acts as an
ultra-broadband multi-order, Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman ampli-
fier and/or a supercontinuum source.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the chalcogenide μ-wire de-
vice as well as the setup for the lasing, wavelength conversion,
and amplification experiments. The fabrication of chalcogenide
μ-wire device is carried out in four steps. In first step, an As2Se3-
PMMA hybrid fiber preform is fabricated in a custom-built fiber
drawing tower where a heat funnel is mounted at the top and
the fiber preform is collected at the bottom. An As2Se3 chalco-
genide fiber with a diameter of 170 μm is inserted into a PMMA
tube with an inner diameter of 3.175 mm, and the two are in-
troduced into the heat funnel heated to a temperature of 220 ◦C.
The resulting hybrid As2Se3-PMMA structure is captured at the
bottom and is pulled vertically to obtain the hybrid fiber pre-
form. In a second step, the hybrid fiber preform is heated and
stretched in the same drawing assembly with a different heating
element, to obtain hybrid fibers with the As2Se3 core diameter
of ∼16 μm. The PMMA coating diameter of the hybrid fiber is
∼18 times greater than that of the As2Se3 core and adds physical
strength to the final μ-wire device, in addition to advantageously
modifying the dispersion properties for the parametric nonlinear
processes [13]. The As2Se3 core diameter of 16 μm provides
optimal mode-matching to single-mode silica fibers, thus result-
ing in a predominantly fundamental mode excitation and a low
coupling loss [28]. In a third step, a 5.5 cm long piece of the
hybrid fiber is mechanically polished at both ends and stretched

into a 13 cm long μ-wire with a uniform core section using the
flame-brush technique [28]. In the final step, single-mode silica
fibers (SMF) pigtails are coupled to the resulting μ-wire [29].
The fundamental mode of the μ-wire has a profile optimised
to match the fundamental mode of the SMF fiber. The μ-wire
and the silica fibers are permanently bonded with UV-curing,
thus resulting in a device compatible with standard fiber compo-
nents and instruments. The μ-wire device exhibits a total (SMF-
μ-wire -SMF) loss of 5.9 dB.

The diameters of the μ-wires are carefully selected to con-
trol the amount of chromatic dispersion [13], which allows the
simultaneous operation of the device as a Raman-parametric
laser and a FWM wavelength converter. For this purpose, the
diameter of μ-wires used in the current experiment is typically
around 1.0 μm.

Bragg gratings are photo-written in the μ-wire using a He-Ne
laser (λ = 633 nm) interferometer assisted by a glass prism
[24]. The glass prism enables setting the angle in an increased
refractive index environment (BK 7 glass) to allow writing the
Bragg gratings in As2Se3 glass (refractive index ∼2.8), which
otherwise cannot be realized in free-space settings with the
λ = 633 nm light. The physical length of the Bragg gratings is
∼2 mm and is adjustable by controlling the size of the interfering
beams with the help of a spherical lens.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of a laser assembly for non-
linear pumping, the μ-wire device and the OSA for output spec-
trum characterization. The output of a CW-laser, tunable over
the C-band, is passed through a pulse-carving stage with an ex-
tinction ratio of ≥36 dB. The pulse carving stage consists of two
cascaded 10 Gb/s Mach-Zehnder modulators (JDSU OC-192),
fed with identical electrical data inputs from a pulse pattern
generator (PPG). The power level of the prepared pulses is ad-
justed to the required levels by using a series of two EDFAs,
from PriTel and two bandpass filters with <0.4 nm pass-band,
followed by an optical attenuator. Depending on the operation
of the μ-wire device as laser or amplifier, the duration and the
repetition rate of the pump pulses is adjusted by modifying the
bit pattern from the PPG. Finally, the output spectrum from the
μ-wire device is observed and recorded on an OSA (Agilent
86142B).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Broadband Amplification or Spontaneous Emission

In a first series of experiments, the μ-wires are being used
as travelling wave amplifiers or a broadband source without
BGs, and the impact of the μ-wire diameter is studied. Each
μ-wire is 13 cm in length, and is pumped by pulses that are
100 ps in duration, have a repetition rate of 1.22 MHz and are
spectrally centered at a wavelength of λ = 1530 nm. Fig. 2
shows the performance of the device as a travelling wave am-
plifier and as a broadband source. Fig. 2(a) shows the resulting
single-pass output spectra through a 1.0 μm diameter μ-wire as
a function of increasing pump power levels. The zero-dispersion
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Fig. 2. Single-pass output spectra as a function of pump power in μ-wires with
diameters of (a) 1.0 μm (b) 0.95 μm and (c) 1.02 μm. Numerically calculated
second-order dispersion profiles of the corresponding μ-wires are included as
inset in each illustration.

wavelength λZDW of the 1.0 μm diameter μ-wire lies at λ =
1529 nm, as shown in the numerically calculated dispersion
profile included in inset. This translates to the pump laser lying
very close to the zero-dispersion wavelength and experiencing
anomalous dispersion (β2 < 0), thus setting up the optimal
conditions for parametric interactions [30]. As a result, up to
five parametrically converted output orders are observed at the
anti-Stokes wavelengths, while two such converted orders are
observed at the Stokes wavelengths. Additional Stokes orders
are expected to lie beyond the operating wavelength range of
the OSA.

The output of μ-wires is also measured when pumped away
from λZDW , both in anomalous and normal dispersion regions.
The output spectrum of a μ-wire with a diameter of 0.95 μm
shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the λZDW is blue-shifted and

the pump lies in the anomalous dispersion wavelength region.
Almost the same number of Raman orders are generated as with
the 1.0 μm μ-wire. However, it is noted that the spectral en-
ergy has shifted towards shorter wavelengths, and the spectrum
modulation is not as pronounced with respect to the case of the
1.0 μm diameter μ-wire. The flattening of the spectrum emerges
from the anomalous dispersion pumping which favors a com-
bination of many nonlinear optical processes (in the form of
phase modulation, and wave mixing among several frequency
components) and thus leads to the supercontinuum generation.
The output spectrum for both 1.0 μm and 0.95 μm diameter
μ-wires, spans over almost the same wavelength (frequency)
range of >330 nm (>47 THz). The apparently comparable
bandwidth is explained from the blue-shift of energy in the
case of 0.95 μm μ-wire. To repeat the experiment on a μ-wire
with normal dispersion, a μ-wire with a diameter of 1.02 μm is
prepared. The spectra for this μ-wire as a function of the pump
power level are provided in Fig. 2(c). As should be expected,
fewer, that is up to 3 anti-Stokes orders are generated in this
case, due to the input pump wavelength lying in the normal
dispersion (β2 > 0) region.

B. Raman-Parametric Lasing and Wavelength Conversion

For the laser operation, two BGs spatially apart by 11 cm are
inscribed into a μ-wire with a diameter of 1.0 μm and a length
of 13 cm. The reflection maxima of the two BGs are centered at
λ∼ 1585 nm (L-band) with reflection coefficients of ∼90% and
60% at the input and output ends of the μ-wire, respectively. The
pump laser is centered at λ ∼ 1532 nm, and the pulse duration
and repetition rate are adjusted to 64 ns and ∼3.8 kHz, respec-
tively. The spatial extent of the pulses propagating in the μ-wire
is >7.5 m, which allows the storage and/or amplification of the
generated Raman/FWM gain in the μ-wire resonator for sev-
eral round-trips (>34, in total) and leads to a quasi-continuous
wave operation of the laser. As the device is pumped, Raman
lasing is observed at a wavelength of λ ∼ 1585 nm that is
on the Stokes wavelength side of pump wavelength as shown
in Fig. 3(a). The precise wavelength of operation of the Ra-
man laser is defined by the central wavelength of the BGs.
The FWM led-wavelength conversion is also visible at the anti-
Stokes wavelength λ ∼ 1482 nm. This spectrum represents the
simultaneous conversion of a C-band pump laser to L- and
S-bands frequency spectra. Fig. 3(b) plots the evolution of
Stokes Raman and anti-Stokes FWM generated signals with
increasing input pump power, revealing the respective slope ef-
ficiencies of 2.15% and 0.46%, and a threshold average (peak)
pump power of ∼52 μW (<207 mW). This represents the low-
est threshold Raman laser reported to date in a fiber geome-
try [27], [31], and is also the first demonstration of a fully fiber-
ized microwire laser of any kind. It is emphasized that the laser
slope efficiency of >2% is a remarkably high value for such a
compact, centimeters long μ-wire laser, operating at such low
power levels.

Finally, we test the wavelength tunability of the lasing de-
vice. Fig. 4(a) summarizes the results of the wavelength tuning
experiment. By tuning the pump wavelength over a range of
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Fig. 3. Performance as a Raman-parametric laser and wavelength converter.
(a) Output spectra showing the simultaneous operation of microwire Raman
laser and FWM wavelength converter at different input pump power levels
(b) Stokes and anti-Stokes slope efficiency curves.

Fig. 4. Wavelength tunability of the operating device. (a) Spectra of a mi-
crowire Raman laser-FWM wavelength converter at different pump wavelengths
(b) Slope efficiencies of (Stokes) Raman signal and (anti-Stokes) FWM signals
for varying wavelength separation between the input pump and the resulting
Raman laser.

8 nm (λ = 1527–1535 nm), the anti-Stokes output is tuned
by 14 nm (λ = 1473–1487 nm), while the Stokes Raman wave-
length remains fixed, bounded by the fixed resonant wavelengths
of the BGs. The laser ceases to operate when the pump laser is
tuned beyond the stated wavelength range of ∼8 nm, which is
comparable to the Raman gain bandwidth [22]. The laser can
be expected to operate so long as the Raman gain overlaps the
reflection spectrum of the BGs. The asymmetric wavelength
tuning between the pump laser and the anti-Stokes idler output
leads from the phase matching conditions, naturally satisfied
during the FWM process. The slope efficiencies of the Stokes
and anti-Stokes outputs are plotted in Fig. 4(b), as a function
of the wavelength separation between the pump laser and the
Stokes Raman laser. The slope efficiencies are maximized for
a wavelength separation of ∼53.5 nm, and decrease in value
as the pump laser is detuned to either Stokes or anti-Stokes
wavelengths.

V. DISCUSSION

The interplay between Raman and parametric processes in
nonlinear media has been studied in the past in the context
of amplification and wavelength conversion, and is reported to
significantly improve the net available gain value and bandwidth
in a nonlinear amplifier and wavelength converter [32]–[35].
However, the Raman-parametric lasing has never been reported
yet. The device presented in this paper utilizes both Raman and
parametric gains to operate simultaneously as a laser and an anti-
Stokes wavelength converter. It is emphasized that the presented
device is different from the reported Raman-assisted parametric
amplifiers, where the Raman scattering assists in phase matching
in an otherwise non-phase matched dispersive media [33]–[35].
Both Raman and parametric gains at the target wavelength are
present in the μ-wire from the beginning, and merely reinforce
each other into simultaneous lasing and wavelength conversion.

In order to compare the results with theory, the required
threshold pump power is estimated from the roundtrip cavity
loss, the effective mode area and length of the μ-wire as well
as the gain coefficients of the nonlinear Raman/parametric pro-
cesses. The round-trip cavity loss is 4.7 dB and includes 2.7 dB
gratings reflectivity loss and a 2 dB round-trip propagation loss.
The Stokes Raman signal experiences a bidirectional gain be-
cause the spatial length of the pump pulse is much longer than the
laser cavity length. The round-trip gain therefore consists of two
components: in forward propagation, the signal co-propagates
with the pump and thus Raman-parametric gain acts on it, while
in counter propagation the parametric gain is absent and the
gain originates solely from the Raman effect. The total round-
trip gain experienced by the signal at Stokes Raman wavelength,
trapped within the laser cavity, is written as,

G = exp
(

gRaman-FWMLeff Ppump + gRamanLeff
Ppump

Aeff

)

(1)
where Ppump is the input peak pump power, Leff ∼ 9.7 cm is
the effective length of the μ-wire laser, corresponding to the
propagation loss coefficient α ∼ 10 dB/m, and Aeff = 0.51 μm2

is the effective transverse area of the fundamental modein the
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1.0 μm diameter μ-wire. The Raman gain coefficient for As2Se3
glass, as estimated in ref. [36], is gRaman = 2.3 × 10−11 m/W.
The combined Raman-parametric gain coefficient gRaman-FWM

is defined as gRaman-FWM = 2γ�
[√

K(2q − K)
]

[35]. Here,

the term γ ∼ 99 W−1-m−1 is the effective waveguide non-
linear coefficient. The term q = 1 − f + fχ(3)(−Ω), where
f = 0.1 is the fractional contribution of Raman susceptibil-
ity to the instantaneous Kerr effect in As2Se3 glass [37], Ω
is the angular frequency difference between the pump and the
Stokes/anti-Stokes signals, and χ(3)(Ω) is the Fourier trans-
form of the complex Raman susceptibility function, with its
value for Stokes Raman shift of ∼6.8 THz [Ω = 2π × 6.8
× 1012 rad/s], calculated at −4.28i for As2Se3 glass. Finally,
the term K = −Δk/2γPpump = −β2Ω2

/
2γPpump is the lin-

ear phase mismatch normalized to the nonlinear contribution
to the mismatch, which is from the FWM in the present case.
The chromatic dispersion parameter β2 at the pump wavelength
λ ∼ 1532 nm, is numerically estimated to be −5.6 ps2 /km. By
using the available values, the total roundtrip gain G is evalu-
ated from Eq. (1), as a function of peak pump power Ppump .
The total roundtrip cavity loss of 4.7 dB estimated from the
μ-wire laser parameters can be compensated with a Ppump ∼
76 mW. This value is smaller by a factor of more than 2, with
respect to the measured pump peak power of the experiment. It
is hypothesized that this mismatch leads from 1) the possible
coupling of power to higher order modes in the μ-wire, and 2) an
uncertainty in the value of pump peak power estimated from the
average pump power. The uncertainty in peak power value is
due to the asymmetry in temporal profile of the 64 ns dura-
tion pulse caused by the gain saturation effects in erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers. Nevertheless, this indicates that in practice, the
μ-wire laser presented operates with a sub-100 mW threshold
pump peak power, and the experimentally estimated threshold
value of 207 mW, is an over-estimate.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the large Raman and parametric gain as well
as the photosensitivity available in As2Se3 chalcogenide glass
is utilized to realize a compact, low power threshold, and
high efficiency, microwire Raman laser and four-wave mixing
wavelength converter in simultaneous operation. A record low
threshold average (peak) pump power of 52 μW (207 mW)
and a slope efficiency of >2% is achieved for a ∼11 cm long
Raman-parametric laser. The generation of combined Raman-
parametric ultra-broadband spectrum is also observed, covering
the wavelength (frequency) range of >330 nm (47 THz). The
device is fiber-compatible and is ready for immediate use in ex-
isting fiber systems. Moreover, the laser, being all-chalcogenide
and based on nonlinear optical gain, can also be readily used in
the mid-infrared wavelength spectrum to cater for the current
high demand of such light sources
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